The rare biosphere, the low abundant microbial populations, is suggested to be a conserved way of microbial life. Here we conducted a molecular survey of rare methanogenic archaea in the environment targeting the mcrA gene in order to test if general concepts associated with the structure of the rare bacterial biosphere also apply to single functional groups. Similar to what is known about rare bacterial communities, the contribution of rare methanogens to the alpha diversity is much larger than to Bray-Curtis measures. Moreover, a similar core group of methanogens harbored by the abundant and rare communities suggests similar sources and environmental controls of both groups. Among the communities of different levels of rarity, the conditionally rare methanogenic taxa largely account for the overall community dynamics of the rare biosphere and likely enter the dominant community under favorable environmental conditions. In addition, we observed a positive correlation between the alpha diversity and the production of methane when the rare taxa were taken into account. This supports the concept that increasing microbial biodiversity enhances ecological function. The composition and environmental associations of the rare methanogenic biosphere allow us to conclude that rarity is a conserved way also for single functional groups.
INTRODUCTION
In microbial communities, it is common that a tiny fraction of abundant species which account for the majority of the observed community coexists with a large number of rare taxa represented by very few individuals (Pedros-Alio 2012) . The concept of the rare biosphere was proposed to describe the microbial populations representing 0.1%-1% of the microbial community (Sogin et al. 2006; Reid and Buckley 2011) . The rare taxa could hardly be detected by first-generation sequencing techniques (PedrosAlio 2012; Lynch and Neufeld 2015) , but in recent years the advance and extensive application of next-generation sequencing (NGS) has provided a great microscope to bring them into focus (Pedros-Alio 2007; Lynch and Neufeld 2015) . With consistent detection of a wide range of rare microbial species in the soil, ocean and our own bodies, rarity is considered to be a conserved way of microbial life (Lynch and Neufeld 2015) .
The rare biosphere is overall important for the local species richness (alpha diversity) but is less significant for the abundance-based beta diversity (Sogin et al. 2006; Pedros-Alio 2012; Beck, Holloway and Schwanghart 2013) . Recent numeric evaluations suggest that the rare biosphere can explain microbial community dynamics to some extent (Shade et al. 2014; Coveley, Elshahed and Youssef 2015) . Some members in the rare biosphere can play disproportional roles in microbial networks and metabolic processes in the environment (Pester et al. 2010; Hugoni et al. 2013; Lynch and Neufeld 2015) . In addition, the broadly distributed rare taxa are also subjected to environmental filtering in a suite of ecological conditions (Caron and Countway 2009; Lynch, Bartram and Neufeld 2012; Pedros-Alio 2012; Lynch and Neufeld 2015) . Minor changes in environmental conditions can result in rapid and frequent reassemblies of the taxonomic composition of the rare communities (Caron and Countway 2009; Hugoni et al. 2013; Vergin et al. 2013 ), and some rare species could bloom in response to changing environmental conditions (Reid and Buckley 2011; Pedros-Alio 2012; Vergin et al. 2013) . These results indicate that environmental forces on the rare taxa exist.
The community dynamics within the rare biosphere reflect different subsets of rarity. The conditionally rare taxa (CRT) can become abundant when provided with optimal growth conditions for instance in the course of climate change. In contrast, some taxa remain persistently low in abundance because they grow slowly or survive in dormant stage (Sogin et al. 2006; Lynch and Neufeld 2015) . Furthermore, the large variability of different levels of rarity may have practical implications and suggest potential roles in metabolism and ecological functions. Some rare taxa are responsible for keystone physiological functions, e.g. involved in element cycling (Hewson et al. 2009; Pester et al. 2010) or in bioremediation (Kleindienst et al. 2016) , while the majority of the rare biosphere is regarded as a genetic seed bank (Sogin et al. 2006; Pedros-Alio 2012) . Therefore, the different fractions of the rare biosphere form a comprehensive backup system to maintain ecosystem resilience. Despite this, the relevance of the rare biosphere to the total community was often ignored and in many cases the rare taxa were removed from the analysis at a specific numerical or ecological threshold (Lynch and Neufeld 2015) .
Our current knowledge about the rare biosphere is largely derived from environmental surveys targeting the bacterial 16S rRNA gene (Sogin et al. 2006; Galand et al. 2009; Youssef, Couger and Elshahed 2010; Pedros-Alio 2012; Shade et al. 2014; Lynch and Neufeld 2015) . This means that most studies on the rare biosphere describe microbial members with a large redundancy in their functional repertoire. The rare biosphere of a single functional guild is, however, poorly characterized. Pester et al. (2010) used stable isotope probing to focus on sulfate reducers in peatlands and found a rare bacterium accounting for only 0.006% of the 16S rRNA gene abundance but playing a pivotal role in sulfate reduction. To the best of our knowledge, there is no study of the rare biosphere based on functional gene markers yet. Since the dynamic and ecological meaning of the rare biosphere are not well known, an exploration of similarities and dissimilarities of the rare biosphere between the overall microbial community and single functional guilds will improve our current understanding on rarity as a conserved way of life.
As an example for a single functional guild, we picked methanogenic archaea (methanogens). Methanogens are responsible for the production of methane, a very potent greenhouse gas in a variety of global environments and were frequently surveyed in environmental samples by using the functional mcrA gene marker (Luton et al. 2002; Frank-Fahle et al. 2014; Liebner et al. 2015; Wen et al. 2017; Yang et al. 2017 ). This single gene serves both as a phylogenetic and functional marker gene. We hypothesize that the same concept on rarity as a conserved way of life that are proposed for overall bacteria also apply for the single functional group of methanogenic archaea, it means that the community patterns of the rare methanogenic archaea are in line with what we know from the rare bacterial biosphere. We, therefore, used 454 pyrosequencing to compare the taxonomic composition of rare and abundant methanogens at different arbitrary thresholds of rarity. We also calculated the contribution of rare methanogens to alpha-and beta diversity measures. In addition, we made an exploratory analysis on the significance of the rare biosphere for the process of methane production.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Study site and sampling
Soil samples were collected from four different sites, two alpine swamps and two alpine meadows on the northeastern Tibetan Plateau in August 2012. The two swamps are the Donggi Cona Lake region (DCL) and Haibei Station (HAI), while the meadows are Huashixia (HUA) and Gande (GAN). The swamps and meadows are influenced by discontinuous permafrost and seasonally frozen ground, respectively. From these sites, a total of 16 samples were taken at the following depths: DCL: 5, 20, 35, 50 and 65 cm; GAN: 5, 20, 35, 70, 100 and 150 cm; HAI: 5, 20, 40 and 60 cm; and HUA: 5, 15, 35 and 55 cm. Full description of the study sites and their location are available in a recent publication .
DNA extraction and mcrA 454 amplicon sequencing
The DNA was extracted in triplicates on-site from 0.5 g of fresh soil with the FastDNA SPIN kit (MP Biomedicals, Germany) and then purified with the MiniElute PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen, Germany). Prior to this amplicon pyrosequencing, a pilot shotgun sequencing has combined the upper (top) and lower (down) horizons of HAI and HUA (HAI t: 5 + 20 cm, HAI d: 40 + 60 cm; HUA t: 5 + 15 cm, HUA d: 35 + 55 cm). The pooled DNA templates were inherited in this study.
The mcrA gene was amplified with the barcoded primer set of mlas and mcrA-rev (Steinberg and Regan 2008) . PCR reactions were performed in 50 μl solutions with 1.0 μl of template DNA and 0.1 μM of primers. The PCR amplification started with an initial denaturation at 95
• C for 3 min, followed by 30 cycles at
94
• C for 30 s, 55
• C for 45 s, and 72
• C for 45 s, with a final extension at 72
• C for 5 min. Afterwards, the triplicate PCR products for each sample were pooled and purified with the MiniElute PCR purification kit (Qiagen). Pyrosequencing of the equimolar PCR product pool was implemented on a Roche GS-FLX + + Titanium platform at Eurofins (Germany).
Meta-data processing
The mothur software (Schloss et al. 2009 ) was employed to process the raw data and to assign the operational taxonomic unit (OTU). The raw 454 sequence data were first allocated by samples according to barcodes. To remove sequences with translation frameshift errors, the fasta-format sequences were filtered with the FrameBot tool available at https://github.com/rdpstaff/Framebot . The sequences were further screened to reject those with errors in matching barcodes or primers, homopolymer stretch over 6 nucleotides, ambiguous bases or average quality scores less than 25. We also discarded sequences shorter than 300 or longer than 600 nucleotides. The sequences were then aligned against pre-aligned mcrA sequences which were provided by the FunGene Pipeline (http://fungene.cme.msu.edu/) ).
After removing the bad alignments, the remaining sequences were subjected to chimera detection with the UCHIME algorithm (Edgar et al. 2011) in mothur. Using the furthest neighbor clustering method, the valid sequences were assigned into OTUs at a cutoff of 0.16 for mcrA nucleotide sequences which corresponds to 3% dissimilarity (97% similarity) of the 16S rRNA gene (Yang et al. 2014) . We obtained technical duplicates for each sample and the subsequent Non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDs) analysis showed good congruency of the community patterns. Thus, we combined the data prior to further sequence analysis (see Yang et al. 2017 for details). The abundance-based coverage estimator Chao1 and Shannon, rarefaction curves and beta diversity metrics were calculated or visualized with R packages of vegan (v.2.0-7) (Oksanen et al. 2013) (Yang et al. 2014) . For the ambiguous ones, the representative sequences were further classified in ARB by referring to an updated reference ARB database (Angel, Claus and Conrad 2012) .
Classification of different rarity thresholds
Currently, the rare biosphere is arbitrarily defined in the threshold window of 0.1%-1% (Reid and Buckley 2011; Lynch and Neufeld 2015) . This study defines the abundant and rare taxa as the OTUs having an average relative abundance above and below 1% across all samples. In addition, we followed the concept of 'conditionally rare' which means microbial taxa that are typically in low abundance in one locality but occasionally become prevalent in at least one other sample (Shade et al. 2014; Lynch and Neufeld 2015) . Thus, the abundance of a CRT exhibits large skewness of the data distribution. From a technical perspective, the skewness in this study was examined by the fluctuation of the relative abundance of methanogens across samples. The CRT was assigned if an OTU exhibits a maximum relative abundance at least 100 times higher than its minimum value (max:min > 100). If the ratio is less than 5, that is the abundance rarely fluctuates among samples, it will be grouped into the 'permanently rare taxa (PER)'. If the ratio ranges in between, we assign it into 'RARE'.
Contribution of rare taxa to the total beta diversity measure
The contribution of the rare taxa to the beta diversity was examined by partitioning the Bray-Curtis (BC) distance matrix, an abundance-based metrics, according to the calculation function below (Oksanen et al. 2013) .
where j and k are communities; BC is the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity between communities j and k;
X is the relative abundance of taxon i. The BC dissimilarity matrix is a scaled summation of abundance differences between two communities and can be partitioned for a subset population from the community (Shade et al. 2014) . The BC measure was partitioned by using a custom R script which puts the summation of the CRT taxa in the numerator of the BC dissimilarity expression but uses all of the taxa when calculating the scaling summation in the denominator. Afterwards, the BC dissimilarity of CRT was divided by the total community BC dissimilarity to report the contribution of the CRT to the total beta diversity. Then we compared the contribution of different groups of rare taxa to the total beta diversity between the abundant and rare biosphere, and among different groups among the rare taxa. The percentage to the total BC metrics is demonstrated as boxplots with quantile summaries.
Robustness of rare biosphere dendrogram
To investigate the response of the community structures to increasing rareness, we carried out a hierarchical clustering analysis on a series of subsets of rare taxa. Briefly, the rare taxa data were subset according to a gradient of lowering thresholds of rarity from <1% down to 0.1% by decrement of 0.05%. The consequent 19 hierarchical clusters were then converted into dendrogram objects by using the R package of dendextend (Galili 2015) . The similarity of dendrograms was subsequently compared in terms of the Baker's Gamma Index (BGI) with the function 'cor bakers gamma' from the dendextend package. The BGI (also known as Goodman and Kruskal's gamma) is a measure of association (similarity) between two hierarchical clustering dendrograms (Baker 1974) . The value can range between -1 and 1. With near 0 values meaning that the two trees are not statistically similar, while index −1 and 1 represent 100% negative association (or perfect inversion) and 100% positive association (or perfect agreement), respectively. Finally, the pairwise BGI matrix was visualized by the R corrplot package (v0.77) (Wei and Simko 2016) .
Data deposition
The mcrA gene sequence data were deposited in the NCBI Sequence Read Archive with the submission ID SRP046048.
RESULTS
Alpha diversity and composition of rare methanogenic communities
The sequencing yielded 187 789 raw sequences, and 163 644 reads passed the quality filtration. Most samples contained more than 5000 valid sequences, except for GAN1 and GAN2 with 1119 and 2702 reads, respectively (also see Fig. S1 , Supporting Information). As the sequence amounts largely varied, subsampling would waste the massive sequencing effort and exclude potential rare members. Moreover, subsampling can cause secondary bias (McMurdie and Holmes 2014). The valid dataset was therefore not subsampled in this study. The sequences were assigned into a total of 175 OTUs (including 40 singletons). Among them, 25 OTUs are identified as abundant taxa with average relative abundance > 1%. Altogether they account for 85% to the total amount of reads but a minor proportion (14.3%) to the overall diversity. The abundant OTUs are dominated by members from Methanoregula, Methanomassiliicoccus, Methanosaeta and Methanosarcina (Table S1 , Supporting Information, shows the average relative abundance of each genus). The detailed data about the abundant taxa were reported elsewhere ).
The 150 rare OTUs contributed 85.7% to the total OTU diversity but only 15% to the total OTU counts. Among the rare population, 18 OTUs were identified as CRT, with a mean abundance of 8.1% in the total community. Another 84 permanently rare taxa (PER) only represented a very small fraction (0.25%) of the total abundance but a contrasting high fraction (48%) to the total OTU richness. The PER group also include the 40 singletons. The remaining 48 OTUs were assigned as 'RARE' with an average abundance of 5.4% (Table S2 , Fig. S2 , Supporting Information). In addition, the three rare clusters exhibited a large variability in the abundance among the clusters; and each cluster also shows a different extent of abundance fluctuation across the samples. The CRT has an overall high but fluctuating abundance distribution across the samples, while the PER showed a flat variation across samples (Fig. S2 ). Among the rare biosphere, Methanoregula is the most abundant group. Besides, four other taxa (Methanobacterium, Methanosaeta, Methanosarcina and Methanthermobacter) appear to be very dominant and are grouped as 'other dominant groups' (Fig. S3, Supporting Information) . Other sequences that could be assigned to the described taxa such as Methanoflorens, Methanomassiliicoccus and Methanomethylovorans (Fig. S3 ) are grouped as 'described genera', while the remaining taxa are grouped as 'uncultured' (Fig. 1) . In the rank abundance curve, the CRT roughly fall in the <1%, while the PER are mainly mapped in the tail (Fig. 1) . Along with the changing rarity thresholds from <1% to <0.5% then to 0.1% (Fig. 1a) , i.e. towards the end of the rank-abundance tail, the fraction of CRT decreased in the rare biosphere while the permanently rare OTUs, doubletons and singletons increased, illustrating that the CRT are not among the most rare OTUs (Fig. 1b) . In addition, the abundance of Methanoregula-related OTUs and other described groups decreased whereas the yet uncultured groups increased with increasing rarity (Fig. 1c) .
The composition of shared (widely distributed over many samples) and specific (indigenous) rare OTU phylotypes was displayed with Venn diagrams in order to compare the different components between the abundant and rare biosphere, and among the rare population. The abundant taxa are almost entirely shared in a core assemblage (23 OTUs) of methanogenic archaea among sites (Fig. 2a, see Yang et al. 2017 for details). In contrast, the rare biosphere constitutes a larger fraction of locally specific (indigenous) than shared OTUs. Moreover, among the rare biosphere the taxa which were completely or partially shared by different sites decreased with increasing level of rarity, whereas the OTUs shared by two sites slightly decreased in a few cases. The indigenous OTUs stayed constant in all sampling sites, pointing towards really low abundant OTUs (Fig. 2b-d ). This observed effect is not due to undersampling as the rarefaction curves in all samples have reached plateaus (Fig.  S1) . Thus, the contrast between the indigenous and shared rare taxa became greater, which implies that the increased site specificity across sites is associated with the rare population.
The alpha diversity was highest in the sites where mcrA gene copy numbers and potential methane production were also highest . We correlated the alpha diversity indices with methane production rates and mcrA gene copies of each sample (Table 1) . Among the three alpha diversity indices, Chao1 and ACE reflect the species richness, while the Shannon index depends on both species richness and evenness. For the abundant taxa, none of the three indices were observed to statistically correlate with the gene copy numbers or methane production rates. In contrast, when the rare taxa are taken into account, this correlation is statistically significant for Chao1 and ACE. The correlation coefficient and to a certain extent the significance even slightly increased when only considering the rare biosphere. However, there is no correlation between gene abundance or methane production rates 
Contribution of rare taxa to beta diversity measures
Regarding the total BC dissimilarity, the abundant taxa account for about 84.5% to the total differentiation across communities (Fig. 3a) . On the other hand, the rare biosphere including the CRT, RARE and PER collectively accounts for a minor proportion (15.5%) to the total. In some individual samples, however, the rare biosphere is an important component, representing up to 35.6% of total community variation (Fig. 3a , Table S3 ). The CRT, as the paramount component among the rare biosphere, contributed 1.3-24.7% (8.6% on average) to the total community. Moreover, the CRT alone contributed 58.8% to the beta dissimilarity in the rare biosphere (Fig. 3b) . In contrast, the most diverse PER group only makes up a tiny proportion of the total BC matrix of the rare community (Table S3) .
To assess the influence of rarity on the community structure of the rare biosphere, we examined the robustness of relative positions of each branch in the hierarchical dendrograms with a gradient of putative rarity by using the BGI matrix. According to the correlation plot, it appears that excluding some OTUs from the rare population, for instance through adjusting the rare threshold from 0.95% to 0.90%, does not lead to significant change in the topographical structure of the dendrogram. However, removing some rare phylotypes caused visible differences along the rare threshold spectrum from 0.90% to 0.80%, 0.80% to 0.20% and the transition from 0.2% to 0.15% (Fig. 4) , which is generally owing to the members of CRT and RARE. The interruptions of the similarity imply that the dendrogram structure (i.e. community structure) is not linearly related to each member of the rare biosphere. Excluding some rare taxa will result in substantial change in rare community structure.
DISCUSSION
Following the pioneering work on the rare biosphere in 2006 (Sogin et al. 2006) , the rare biosphere has been increasingly explored within complex microbial communities in the environment (Pedros-Alio 2007; Galand et al. 2009; Pester et al. 2010; Gobet et al. 2012; Kleindienst et al. 2016) . Despite the increasing awareness of rare bacterial communities, there is a lack of information and comparative approaches on the rare biosphere of single functional guilds. In this study, we revealed that rarity is a conserved way of life also for single functional groups through a case study on the composition, structure and fractions of rare methanogens. Analysis of the environmental factors showed similar underlain controls as for the dominant methanogens (data not shown). Additionally, including the rare methanogenic biosphere into alpha diversity analysis revealed positive correlations with methane production rates and methanogenic abundance.
The rare methanogens harbor a core assortment whose elements correspond to the dominant population, suggesting a positive influence of abundant taxa on the structure of the rare ones. The major players such as the most commonly identified taxon Methanoregula are the same within both the abundant and the rare biospheres. Similar occurrence of core members in both rare and abundant populations was identified in other environmental samples (Galand et al. 2009; Logares et al. 2013; Coveley, Elshahed and Youssef 2015) . Such consistency is possibly due to the high number of abundant species that allow for a higher likelihood of occupying a large number of niches (Nazaries et al. 2013) . There is evidence from Arctic marine microbial communities showing that the abundant taxa directly influence the size and composition of the rare biosphere (Galand et al. 2009 ). The core assemblage may also lay a foundation for the biological interaction and mutual exchange, i.e. feedback (pool/source) from abundant taxa and recruitment from the rare biosphere. This part of the rare biosphere may possibly act as the active backup system that readily responds to environmental disturbances.
The rare community also contained a range of indigenous rare methanogens varying between the samples (Fig. 2) . Indigenous rare taxa were also found in marine and soil bacterial communities (Pommier et al. 2007; Galand et al. 2009; Gobet et al. 2012) . In a microbial habitat, the subtle difference within the microenvironments can generate a variety of niches and a range of local environmental stresses (Souza et al. 2008; Szekely and Langenheder 2014) . The isolation and natural selection play important roles in the diversity and development of local endemism (Souza et al. 2008) , imposing selection pressures on all levels of rare taxa (Hugoni et al. 2013; Vergin et al. 2013; Lynch and Neufeld 2015) . The rare species will consequently be assembled and structured due to their sensitivity and affinities to the subtle ecosystem settings (Reid and Buckley 2011; Hugoni et al. 2013; Vergin et al. 2013) . The low abundant microbes were thought to be more likely indigenous candidates (Hedlund and Staley 2004) . Nonetheless, the indigenous rare species represent a very diverse genetic seed bank allowing for genetic resilience. We hypothesize that the permanently rare methanogenic taxa are not metabolically active but rather contribute to processes like horizontal gene transfer, i.e. acting like mcrA gene bearer for example. Furthermore, they may reflect an archive of historically abundant or CRT whose living conditions turned unfavorable at a given time in the past and may have turned into dormant state. Finally, we cannot completely rule out that some of the rare OTUs are the result of sequencing artifacts even though we applied thorough translational checks as described before.
Our results support that the rare taxa contribute overproportionally to the alpha diversity, in particular to the species richness, but underproportionally to the beta diversity measures (Sogin et al. 2006; Pedros-Alio 2012; Bachy and Worden 2014; Bagchi et al. 2015) . Despite the stunning contribution to alpha diversity, the low abundance of rare methanogenic taxa explains their minor contribution to the beta diversity metrics which are highly dependent on the distribution of the most common taxa (Heip, Herman and Soetaert 1998; Beck, Holloway and Schwanghart 2013) . The rare taxa were thus often excluded from analyzing community differentiation (Lynch and Neufeld 2015) . However, that does not necessarily mean that the rare taxa are dispensable for individual communities. Our study demonstrates that the contribution of the rare methanogenic taxa to the total community Bray-Curtis dissimilarity varied greatly (2.2%-35.6%) across the samples. Thus, completely excluding the rare taxa from beta diversity analysis may blunt the interpretation of some data sets. In fact, a related study suggested that including the rare members improves the representation of the beta diversity (Youssef, Couger and Elshahed 2010) . Hence, the rare biosphere is also an integral component of the whole community for single functional guilds. Of course, whether including or excluding the rare biosphere into numeric ecology analysis depends on the specific research questions.
For the rare methanogenic biosphere in our case study, the change in similarity with increasing level of rarity is not unimodal. Several jumps in community similarities at different rarity thresholds (Fig. 4) imply that some rare phylotypes are more important to the rare community composition. Among the three distinct groups of rarity, the CRT substantially varied in abundance across samples, which supports that the CRT is a continually changing assortment of taxa rather than a static collection of species that are always rare. The RARE group reacts like the CRT with exceptions in two samples. Different rare fractions were also identified in surface coastal waters (Hugoni et al. 2013) and were considered to use different life strategies (Lynch and Neufeld 2015) . The differentiation among the rare methanogenic biosphere allows concluding that even the rare biosphere of a single guild is not randomly assembled. Each subset of the rare biosphere probably represents different ecological potentials with regard to adaptation capacity, activity levels or growth rates.
The influence of rare taxa on the community variation is to some extent dependent on the rarity threshold. We have arbitrarily defined the rare biosphere according to previous studies using variable abundance thresholds (Galand et al. 2009; Reid and Buckley 2011) . These thresholds determine if a community member is 'rare' or 'non-rare'. The CRT and some RARE members are sensitive to this cutoff assignment, which also directly influences beta diversity measures. For the NGS data, a reasonable trade-off on the rarity threshold could have practical importance regarding the diversity of both rare and abundant groups. In addition, we also found that with elevated level of rarity, the described genera decline while the undescribed taxa increase (Fig. 1c) , which shows that the taxonomy of rare lineages remains largely unknown. Cultivation efforts are thus encouraged to discover novel phylogenetic diversity and update the current reference database so as to improve taxonomic identification of rare biosphere organisms. However, cultivating novel rare microorganisms of the dormant or inactive rare ones can be particularly challenging (Zengler et al. 2002; Lynch and Neufeld 2015) , and culture-independent approaches, e.g. genome assembling and analysis may provide complementary insights which could also be beneficial for the identification of rare species.
Finally, this study implies a positive relationship between microbial alpha diversity (Chao1 and ACE indices) and methane production activity when taking into account the rare taxa. Such a positive correlation was also reported for bacterial denitrifiers (Philippot et al. 2013) or sulfate reducers (Pester et al. 2010) . This statistic correlation has been frequently observed in macroorganisms such as grasslands where increased diversity can improve the ecosystem productivity (McGrady-Steed, Harris and Morin 1997; Loreau and Hector 2001; Zavaleta and Hulvey 2007) . The ecological rationality inherent to this positive influence of alpha diversity on functionality also appears applicable to microbial communities. In general, diverse communities are considered to utilize the available resources more exhaustively than simple communities because of a diversity effect for functional complementarity (Tilman 1999; Jousset et al. 2011 ). And some rare taxa have been proved to act as keystone species disproportionally contributing to biogeochemical processes (Giovannoni and Stingl 2005; Pester et al. 2010) . Therefore, including the rare taxa into analysis may have practical feasibility in the way that it reveals a positive correlation between alpha diversity and function. However, the observed correlation needs careful verification and more evidences.
CONCLUSION
The present study revealed that the rare methanogenic species constitute an indispensable part of methanogenic communities, potentially being an important basis to ensure ecological resilience in response to various environmental stresses for single functional groups. Similar to what we know about rare bacteria, the rare biosphere of methanogenic archaea contributed overproportionally to the overall OTU richness but poorly to beta diversity matrices. However, the rare species have a stake in some communities with regard to beta diversity measures. Furthermore, the rare community does not appear to be a random assemblage given similar key groups and community patterns like those of the abundant community. The pronounced endemism of rare species supports the idea that the environment is selective among the rare population, too. Still, the largely unknown taxonomy of the rare methanogens highlights the necessary effort for improving the taxonomic identification through both culture-dependent and independent approaches. In the NGS era, large throughput allows for big and high-resolution data sets, the rare taxa can finally be taken into account for extending our insight into microbial occupation of niche spaces, ecological categories/strategies, community backup system and the diversityfunction relationship. This knowledge will be valuable to offer additional information from those defined by phylogeny, taxonomy or functional capacity, and also to develop predictive models of microbial community resistance and response to environmental changes.
